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Welcome
At RJR Legal we are dedicated to protecting you, your assets and your family by creating
bespoke solutions, based on your individual situation. On forming in 2015, RJR Legal initially
focussed on aiding people write their Wills. Since then, we have grown considerably and become
even more passionate about protecting your assets while you are alive and after your death. We
have expertise in Lifetime Trusts, Wills and Estate Administration as well as Lasting Powers of
Attorney (LPA) and Court of Protection.
We have oﬃces in South and North Manchester and have a growing network of advisors across
the country. If you cannot come to us, we are often happy to travel to your home or talk to you
over the telephone.
We know that putting a Will and LPA in place is a hugely important step to take, which is why we
don't perplex you with jargon. We give clear, honest explanations and, best of all, there are no
hidden costs in our work. We are here to make your life easy.
If you are one of many people that have never heard of a Lifetime Trust or LPA, do not worry. All
of RJR's legal advisors have been given extensive training to ensure they are able to provide you
with up-to-date information and are capable of answering any questions which you may have.
Our trained team of consultants handle everything behind the scenes, so rest assured that your
assets are in exceptionally good hands.
If you'd like us to help you create a bespoke Will, Lifetime Trust, or LPA,
please don't hesitate to get in touch with one of our team today.
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Know the risks
Many people wrongly assume that their loved ones are guaranteed to be able to
make decisions for them, look after their children, or lay claim to their property if they
are unable to do so either through incapacity or their death.
Sadly, this is rarely the case. It may surprise you to know that without having a Will, or
LPA set up, your family could be the ones to suﬀer.
If you have a partner and have never married, your partner will not automatically be
entitled to your estate should anything happen to you.
Likewise, if anything were to happen to you, causing you to become extremely
unwell, unless you have Lasting Powers of Attorney in place, your partner or loved
ones may not have any control over your ﬁnancial aﬀairs even if you have joint
accounts.
This could mean that your joint bank account is frozen, leading to missed mortgage
payments and additional distress. Further, your loved one may not be able to make
decisions about your care.
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Make a Will
Does the phrase "it will never happen to me” ring any bells?
Everybody has heard of a Will and yet, so many people still put oﬀ organising one, telling
themselves that they'll be ﬁne because nothing is going to happen to them now.
Unfortunately, we are all going to pass away at some point what we don't know is when.
Getting everything in place before the inevitable happens is so important which is why we
make setting up a Will quick and easy.
We will guide you through the process, creating a bespoke solution to suit you.
If you're still putting it oﬀ, consider what the implications of not making a Will would have
on your loved ones after you pass away.
If you want to know more, give us a call.
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Set up lasting power of attorney
There are two types of Lasting Powers of Attorney: one for your health and one for your
ﬁnancial decisions.
Setting these up will mean that should you, for any reason, become incapacitated and unable
to manage your aﬀairs or make decisions, you will have speciﬁcally appointed somebody that
you trust to do so on your behalf.
It's easy to assume that your partner or family can take charge of everything but that is
often not the case even if you are married.
We like to think of an LPA like an insurance policy, hopefully it will never be needed but by
planning for the worst now, if anything happens, you will save you and your loved one's
time, money and a lot of heartache.

Make sure all members of your family are protected
When protecting your family and estate, it is important to ensure that your whole family is
protected. You should educate other members of your family and loved ones about the risk of
not setting up their own Wills, Trusts and Lasting Powers of Attorney.
This can also help to protect your wealth for your family, loved ones and
future generations.
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Understand how probate works and the fees solicitors charge
For those who don't know, "probate" is a is a term used when discussing the process that
occurs when a person dies. This can often seem like a daunting task but we are here to help.
Solicitors are sometimes criticised for being expensive, but this is where we are diﬀerent. As
experts in our ﬁeld we can manage this process for you quickly and eﬃciently and we will
always oﬀer a ﬁxed price service as an alternative to our hourly rates.

Planning early is a good idea
Not everybody will have to pay inheritance tax as it depends entirely on the value of your
estate. The law can be complex however you may be able to leave up to £500,000 tax free.
RJR Legal are IHT experts and can prepare an estate plan for you to mitigate any tax which may be
due. Planning is not just to protect you and your loved ones from inheritance tax, so before
you make any assumptions based on your estate, talk to us to see how we are able to help.
Following each of the steps and with our help you'll be able to rest easy knowing your family and
property are protected in the case of any unfortunate and unexpected situations.
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Your next steps
RJR Legal are here to help protect you, your family, your
property and your wealth making sure you have peace of
mind. What's more is that we will explain everything in
terms you'll understand and walk you through the process
every step of the way.
Call: 0161 504 2101
Email: clients@rjrlegal.co.uk
www.rjrlegal.co.uk
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